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OPENING STATEMENT
The objective of the campaign was to create and build
conversation around the Robertsons Herbs & Spices

Client feedback

range, and to stimulate usage amongst consumers.
“Thanks to seamless
In partnership with The Hardy Boys and kulula.com,

integration with

marcusbrewster coordinated an in-flight activation on

activation and digital

four pre-determined flights from Johannesburg to Cape

agencies, and a great

Town.

understanding of our
brand, the

Ordinary passengers were served a surprise haute

marcusbrewster team

cuisine, three course meal designed by celebrity chef

helped us achieve great

Reuben Riffel. Media, bloggers and well-known local

success for our

chefs were invited to participate in the inaugural flight on

#SkyDine activity.” –

5 March 2014.

Deeolan Govender,
Marketing Manager,

marcusbrewster achieved R700,000 AVE and generated

Robertsons at

a conversation buzz on all relevant social platforms –

Unilever South Africa

Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM / OPPORTUNITY
Robertsons has been supplying South Africans with
quality herbs and spices since 1924. In 2011, Robertsons

Partner feedback

launched a new brand communication platform with the
aim to encourage consumers to pair their favourite herb

“Team Robertsons is

and spice variants to add a great-tasting twist to trusted

happy that people

family dishes and recipes. It was designed to help

enjoyed the campaign

consumers overcome their limited knowledge and drive

and that the industry

consumption.

recognised it through
naming #SkyDine the

Fast forward to 2014 and the refreshed brief was to

winner in the

elevate consumer use of Robertsons Herbs & Spices with

Experiential Category

the focus on encouraging the use of spice and herb

of the Creative Circle

combination. This could be achieved by providing

Ad of the Month

customers with a truly unique and surprising experience.

Awards for March.” –
Geoff Paton, Creative

In partnership with Robertsons’ above the line agency,

Director, Hardy Boys

The Hardy Boys and its digital agency, Liquorice,
marcusbrewster’s mandate was to plan and manage the
event and provide PR and media support for the
#SkyDine in-flight surprise activations. In addition,
marcusbrewster was asked to target, engage with and
host industry specific VIPs.
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RESEARCH

Media feedback

In building a relationship with Robertsons,
marcusbrewster embarked on a rigorous fact finding and
familiarisation mission. A considerable amount of brand

“I wish aeroplane food

research was completed to ensure that PR and

could taste this good on

communications were aligned with the brand point of view

every flight! Thanks for

(purpose) and product truth. In-depth research was also

today’s huge treat.

carried out on kulula.com.to ensure that the activations

#SkyDine” – Ilse van der

ran smoothly.

Merwe, Blogger – The
Food Fox

Desktop research was conducted to determine:


Who the Robertsons fans were following on social
media, their social relevance and influence, and also
whether these individuals were a good fit with the
Robertsons brand to a) be invited onto the inaugural
flight, and/or b) be asked to join the activation as a
flight emcee.



As space was limited for the inaugural flight, it was
important for marcusbrewster to prioritise media and
VIPs according to their relevance and influence within
the targeted audience, versus looking at number of
social media followers.

Key insights obtained:
•

It was clear that conversation spikes would occur
during the invitation phase, and then again postflights, therefore it was critical for high level
engagement to occur on all relevant real-time social
platforms – Twitter and Facebook – whilst also
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monitoring other visually driven platforms, such as
Instagram and YouTube. With this in mind, social
media was strategically brought in line with all our PR

VIP feedback

and communications with precise measurements
remaining a key focus.

“That
“Last week
awesome
we took to
moment
the skieswhen
with
@ReubenRiffel
Robertsons Herbs
cooks
&
the
Spices
inflight
andmeal
enjoyed
on
kulula
their maiden
with #SkyDine.
@RobertsonsSpice
Check it out!” –
#SkyDine”
Leandri van
– Liezel
der Wat,
van
der
MasterChef
Westhuizen,
Season
radio
2
and
TV personality
finalist
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PLANNING
a) Measurable campaign objectives


To drive focused online conversation around the

Media feedback

Robertsons brand and assist in getting the



#SkyDine hashtag to trend on social media, while

“Instead of boring

also ensuring that the conversation talks to key

sarmies and crisps,

elements of the campaign, for example

Robertsons Herbs and

“Robertsons organised a surprise fine dining

Spices surprised

experience on our flight.”

guests on a kulula flight

Immediacy – the number of posts (tweets and

to Cape Town with a

Facebook posts) within 24hrs of the activation

meal created by

taking place.


fine dining three-course

Reach – attracting relevant media and influencers

celebrity chef, Rueben

with quality following – goal to secure:

Riffel! If only all in-flight

•

2 x bloggers

•

4 x media

•

1 x TV personality

•

1 x emcee

meals could be this
awesome.” – Crystal
Espin, Blogger –
Joburg’s Darling

b) Target audience
•

Public: LSM 7 – 10, females of all ages but
predominantly aged between 25 and 50 years.

•

Public: food embracers and fans of cooking shows
like MasterChef.

•

Media and VIPs: food journalists and bloggers,
who have built up a credible following with the
targeted public audience.
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c) Core messaging
•

Robertsons remained focused on one priority
message that was to also amplify the brand’s

Media feedback

tagline – “What’s your combination?” – this would
lead into a secondary message that included a call

“It’s such a cool idea!

to action – “Combine two or more Robertsons

@RobertsonsSpice –

Spices for great tasting twists to your family

Kayli Levitan,

favourites.”

Blogger – Food Blog

d) Communication channels
•

Traditional media – print, online and TV (tier one
sectors: lifestyle and foodie media, tier two sector:
media and marketing).

•

Social media – Twitter and Facebook, as well as
food bloggers.

•

Industry influencers – local celebrity chefs.

e) Communication tactics
•

A creative media and VIP invitation to spark online
conversation – personally delivered by the
marcusbrewster team in Johannesburg and Cape
Town two weeks ahead of the activation date. A
locked box, comprising official invitation to join the
flight, a personalised apron and sample
Robertsons herbs and spices, was delivered to
selected media and VIPs. To receive the
combination to unlock the box, recipients were
asked to tweet @RobertsonsSpice with their
favourite meal and spices using the #SkyDine
hashtag.
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•

The inaugural surprise activation flight with media
and VIPs, hosted by the marcusbrewster team.

•

Securing celebrity chef and in-flight emcee – Jenny

Media feedback

Morris.

•
•

Preparation of a media photo wall for passengers

“Hi @RobertsonsSpice

to take photos with their foodie celebs and VIPs at

#SkyDine – thanks for

Cape Town International Airport.

coolest, most clever

Supporting content – news release for campaign

invitation – well done!”

wrap-up, focused at media and marketing sector.

– Anel Potgieter,

Securing of respectable photographer to capture

Blogger – Life is a

various moments throughout the activation that

Zoo Biscuit

would in turn be used for media queries and
supporting collateral.

f) Management consultation
•

As the Robertsons greater team was based in
various areas of the country – Durban, Cape Town
and Johannesburg, weekly telephonic status
meetings were set up to ensure ongoing alignment
with the activation plan and strategy.
marcusbrewster provided the ongoing status
documents for this weekly meeting, which was
followed up with a contact report of action items
per person/agency.

•

The marcusbrewster team visited Durban at the
onset of the campaign, for a strategic kick off
meeting with the Robertsons client and partner
agencies.
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EXECUTION
a) Implementation plan
•

With a month to prepare, timing was relatively tight

VIP feedback

and marcusbrewster reconfigured the status

•

documents to include all deliverables, deadlines,

“Thanks to

responsibilities and outcomes. This document

@RobertsonsSpice for

provided the basis for the weekly status meeting

#SkyDine. A lovely

call and become integral when tracking activities

meal and good

thereby ensuring that no balls were dropped.

company.” – Deena

marcusbrewster also provided the team with an

Naidoo, MasterChef

ongoing update of all running costs, in line with the

Season 1 winner

budget, to prevent any overspend.

b) Adjustments to the implementation plan


Due to the short timelines, the implementation plan
prepared and presented at the onset of the
campaign was precise and clear cut with all action
points clearly laid out to ensure no error in
interpretation and implementation.



The booking of flights for media and VIP’s required
strict management. Back up options were in place
to allow for any last minute changes including flight
delays and media/VIP agenda variations.

c) Difficulties encountered included:


Securing media acceptance to attend a surprise
event, with strict protocol around pre-event
communication. marcusbrewster’s integral media
relationships played a positive part in securing
media trust.
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Pre-selecting seats for group bookings – this is not a facility
offered by kulula.com booking system. marcusbrewster
arranged for all media and VIP’s to be checked-in as early
as possible on the morning of the flight with seating
selected same time.



Last minute flight changes and delays.
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EVALUATION
Objective

Results achieved during campaign

To drive focused online

 #SkyDine trended ahead of the

conversation around the

Oscar Pistorius trial

Robertsons brand and assist in

 14,000 new Facebook fans with

getting the #SkyDine hashtag to

7,000+ actions (likes, shares,

trend on social media

comments)
 663,000+ Twitter impressions
with 4,000+ followers


260,000+ YouTube views on two
minute #SkyDine activation clip
and was number one ranked clip
for March 2014 (SA) (Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9DybVD3iJkQ)

Reach – attracting relevant media

Secured the following media and

and influencers with quality following

influencers to attend inaugural

– goal to secure:

flight:

•

2 x bloggers

 6 x bloggers

•

4 x media

 9 x media

•

1 x TV personality

 5 x TV personalities

•

1 x emcee

 2 x emcees to share
responsibilities across four flights

In terms of media outcomes:
 R700,000 in AVE coverage
achieved (print, online and TV),
over 8,5 million audience
reached
 Orchid Awarded from industry
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commentator, Independent
Newspapers’ Brendan Seery
 Hero Campaign of the Week nod
from 702 broadcaster Andy Rice
 #SkyDine campaign featured
positively on MaggsonMedia
 #SkyDine winner in Experiential
Category of the Creative Circle
Ad of the Month Awards for
March 2014
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